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Abstract. Energeticions associatedwith the forward and reverseshocksof corotatinginteraction regions(CIRs) are commonlyobservedat placeswithin CIRs that are not magnetically
connectedto either shock. Exampleshave been documentedwith data from Pioneer 10 and 11
and Ulysses. They posea problem for modelsthat accountfor theseshock-associated,
cororatingenergeticion populations(CEIPs) in termsof ion energizationat the shocksfollowedby
ion propagationalongfield lines. Accordingto thesemodels,regionsmagneticallyunconnected to a shock should contain no shock-associated

ions.

Cross-field

diffusion

has been

suggestedas a mechanismfor populatingthe shock-unconnected
regionsof CIRs. Here we
quantitativelyexaminethis suggestion.We use the Green's functionsolutionto the convection-diffusionequationappliedto idealizedCIR geometry,with a sourceat the reverseshock,
to computethe ratio of the ion flux in the heart of a CIR to the flux in the shock-connected
part of the CIR and to comparethe resultwith typicalratiosobservedby the Pioneerspacecraft. The computedratio for resonantdiffusionis many ordersof magnitudebelow the
observedratio. For stochasticfield line diffusion,the computedratio is many ordersof
magnitudeabovethe observedratio if a diffusioncoefficientappropriateto the free solar wind
is used. It agreeswith the observedratio, however, if a reduceddiffusioncoefficientappropriate to CIRs is used.

We conclude that the stochastic field model of cross-field

diffusion

can

accountfor the presenceof energeticions in regionsof CIRs that are magnetically
unconnected

to shock waves.

Background and Purpose
Corotatinginteractionregions(CIRs) in the solar wind
acceleratebackgroundkeV energyions(includingsolarwind
suprathermalions and interstellarpickup ions) to MeV
energiesanddistributethemin a characteristic
way in space
.[Barnesand Simpson,1976; McDonald et al., 1976; Pesses
et al., 1979]. We summarizethe relevantpropertieshere
(for additional descriptions,see Tsurutani et al. [1982],
Richardson, [1985]; Kunow et al. , [1991]).

A CIR separatesa precedingslow solar wind stream
from a following fast solar wind stream. Beyonda heliosphericdistanceof about2 AU, a CIR is usuallyboundedby
forward and reverseshocks,and alongits whole lengthit is
usually partitionednear the middle by a stream interface,
whichseparates
denser,coolerplasmain the slower,preceding stream from thilmer, hotter plasma in the faster,
followingstream. The streaminterfacecan be saidto mark
the centerof a CIR. CIRs generateenergeticionsin a pair
of corotatingenergeticion populations(CEIPs), a leading
CEIP and a trailing CEIP. The peak of the leadingCEIP
lies near the forward shock, and the peak of the trailing
CEIP lies near the reverseshock;the peaksmay or may not
coincidewith the shocks. The trailing CEIP is often more
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pronounced
thanthe leadingCEIP. The two CEIPs are separatedby a valley of low flux in the centerof the CIR. A
recentfinding of direct relevanceto this paper is that the
streaminterfacelies at the foot of the slopethat leadsfrom
the valley floor up to the peak of the trailing CEIP [Intriligatorand Siscoe,1994], (hereinafterreferredto aspaper1).
Figure 1 illustratesgeneral CIR morphologywith a
particularexample. The data were taken during Bartel's
rotation1927 in 1974 by Pioneer11 at a heliocentricdistance
near4 AU. They showthe jumpsin solar wind speedat the
forwardandreverseshocks,thejump in the specificentropy
within the CIR marking the stream interface, and the two
peaksin the energeticion fluxes forming the leading and
trailingCEIPs. The streaminterfacelies at the bottomof the
slopeup to the trailing CEIP. The asymmetricalshapeof the
valley seenhere is typical: The slope of the valley wall
leading down to the stream interface is shallower on the
leadingside than on the trailing side (Figure 3 of paper 1
givesmore examples). This asymmetrycannotbe explained
in termsof the unequalsizesof the two CEIP peaks,because
the shallowslopeis distinctfrom the slopeassociatedwith
the leading CEIP. Below, we suggestan explanationin
termsof a spatiallyvarying diffusioncoefficient.
Data of this kind have stimulatedefforts to explain the
accelerationprocessthat makesCEIPs. Fermi acceleration
[Palmer and Gosling, 1978; Fisk and Lee, 1980] seemscapable of providingthe bulk of the CEIPs, and gradientdrift
acceleration[Pesseset al., 1979, 1982] might providelocal
flux peaksnear the shocks[Lee, 1983]. Less attentionhas
beenpaid to how the ions are transportedonceaccelerated.
Propagation
parallelto the magneticfield hasbeenassumed;
transportperpendicularto the field has beenmostlyignored.
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energeticions in the central valley in view of the finding,
alreadymentioned,thatthe streaminterfaceactsas if it were
a border to the trailing CEIP. This finding was basedon
data from Pioneer

i

'

i

REGIONS

10 and 11.

It refers to CIRs

near the

eclipticplane betweenabout3 AU and 5 AU. It was subsequentlyconfirmedusingUlyssesdata on CIRs around5 AU
off the eclipticplane [Intriligator et al., 1995]. Betweenthe

-

two studies, 12 cases were tested; the result held for each.

It put the cross-fielddiffusionconjecturein question,because
the streaminterfaceplays no apparentrole in ion diffusion.
Nonetheless,we solve the applicableconvection-diffusion
1 oo
equationbelow and show that cross-fielddiffusion is fast
10'
• I i ', : ', : ',
', = ', = ' = • •
enoughto populatethe unshockedvalley with energeticions
o70C
as observed. Indeed, the quantitativetreatmentof the transFS
•1
•oo _
port showsthat diffusionis too effective, which turns the
500
original questionaround to, How does the valley stay so
400
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- empty? The answerto the revisedquestioncomesfrom an
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I
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I
,
I
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I
,
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earlier work [Conlon, 1978] on the transportof relativistic
-5
TIME
INDAOys
FROM
SI
+5 electronsfrom Jupiterthroughthe solar wind. This study
revealed that cross-field diffusion is strongly suppressed
Figure1. Pioneer11 solarwindspecific
entropyargumentwithin CIRs. Here we showthat the suppressionaccounts
(EA)in unitsof K cm
-1/2, corotating
energetic
ion quantitativelyfor the observedfluxes. In light of the result,
population
(CEIP) profileasseenin Simpson's
0.5-1.8 MeV the morphologicalevidencethat earlier arguedagainstdiffuprotons,and solar wind speedfor a corotatinginteraction sion, namely, that the streaminterfacebordersthe trailing
region(CIR) at 4.3 AU in solarrotation(SR) 1927in 1974
CEIP, mustbe regardedas requiringa separateexplanation
[Intriligator and Siscoe, 1994]. Marked featuresare the
from a cross-fielddiffusionmodel. We considerthisrequirefollowing: FS, forwardshock;SI, streaminterface;RS, ment after showingthat cross-fielddiffusion quantitatively
reverse
shock;LUL, leading
unshocked
layer;TUL, trailing accountsfor the flux of energeticionsobservedin the central
unshockedlayer.
valley.
•_1

I

I

Solution
of the ConvectionData from the centralvalley of minimum flux allowedus to Green's Function
examinethis aspectof the transport.
Diffusion Equation for CIR Geometry
Since CEIPs are associated with the shocks, one could

Figure 2 gives an idealizedgeometryfor the trailing half
have anticipateda centralvalley of low fluxes, becausethe of a CIR. The idealizationconsistsin unbendingthe spirals
shocks do not start at the stream interface within a CIR.

A

that describe

the actual

stream

interface

and the reverse

shock'ssunwardtip comes closest, approachingto within shock and aligning the coordinatesystem with the unbent
roughly 12 corotationhours of the stream interface [Pizzo, streaminterface,field lines, and flow lines in the corotating
1989; Hu, 1993]. Figure 1 gives 12-hourmarkersto show referenceframe. In thisgeometry,magneticfield lines, betwhere the tip of the shocksproject along field lines to the ween the streaminterfaceand the reverseshocklie parallel
spacecraft's
position. The spacesbetweenthe shocksandthe to the stream interface. Thus the directionsparallel and
streaminterfaceare labelledLUL (leadingunshockedlayer) perpendicularto the magneticfield coincidewith the direcand TUL (trailing unshockedlayer). Much of the trailing tions of the coordinateaxes. The geometryis two dimenCEIP lies in the TUL. From this perspective,the valley is sionaland time stationary. The assumptionof two dimeninteresting,not becauseit has fewer energeticions, but sionalityis justified, sincethe unshockedlayersare about0.1
becauseit has energeticions at all. How doesa part of a AU thick and several AU in the other two dimensions. The
CIR that is magneticallyunconnected
to a shockreceiveions assumptionof time independence
in the corotatingframe is
acceleratedby a shock?
justified, sincethe diffusiontime scaleis about5 days(based
Tsurutani et al. [1982] were first to point out the
onkñ = 2.5x1018
cm2 sec-1;
seebelow),
whereas
thevalanomalouspresenceof energeticions in the unshockedval- ley in the flux profile persistedfor nearly a year. The
leys of CIRs and the first to suggesthow they might get geometryis time-stationary
in the corotatingreferenceframe
there. They describeda recurringCIR whosevalleypartially wherethe solar wind flow is parallel to the magneticfield.
filled in during a seriesof recurrences: Its flux went from Theseidealizations
greatlyassistin solvingthe equation,and
below ambientnear the time of the CIR's appearanceto the errorsthey causeare not likely to affect the conclusions
aboveambienton later recurrences. They conjecturedthat based on the results.
the filling in was "presumablydue to cross-fielddiffusionof
The convection-diffusionequation appropriateto the
protonsfrom the neighboringmaximumregions"(p. 7389). idealizedgeometryis
Gradientdrift at the shockcannotfill in the valley sincethe
shocksdo not enter the valley. (Tsurutaniet al. also noted
02f
02f
Of
that the energeticions in the unshockedlayers could come
k.l+ kll
- V m =0
(1)
from the sunor from greaterheliocentricdistances.)
0x2
0y2
0y
In paper 1, we questionedwhether the cross-field
diffusionmechanismcan fully accountfor the presenceof where f is the omnidirectionaldistributionfunction;x and y
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of comparison,we take the ratio of intensitiesat the inner

flowandfieldlines;k_Landkll arecoefficients
for diffusion and outeredgesof the trailing unshockedlayer at a nominal
perpendicular
and parallelto the magneticfield; and V is distanceof 4 AU, approximatelywhere Pioneer 11 madeits
solarwind speedin the corotatingframe. In the data, f is measurements.Our representativevalue for this flux ratio is
proportionalto countsper secondin a fixed energyrange. 1/20. Now equation(4) canbe usedto showthatthe part of
Conditions are assumed to be constant in the z direction, that

the shockthat givesthe biggestcontributionto the ratio is the

is, perpendicular
to the planeof the figure. The adiabatic part closestto the streaminterface,that is, the sunwardtip
deceleration term is omitted, but its effect is considered of the shock. Thusif the ratio basedon thispart aloneis too
below. The boundaryconditionsare a deltafunctionsource small, so will be the ratio basedon the full integrationof all
at the shockwith arbitrary sourcestrengthalong the shock sourcepointsalong the shock. Our procedure,then, is to
and vanishingparticleintensitiesat infinity. We solvethe calculate
ratiosof valuesof g(x,y I x0)computed
for thetwo
equationby first goinginto the solarwind referenceframe, sides of the trailing unshockedlayer and to comparethe
whichtransformsthe equationinto a pure diffusionequation ratios with 1/20. This procedureminimizesthe impactof
with a movingsource.The expression
for themovingsource neglectingthe adiabaticdecelerationterm, since the amount
can be inserted into the Green's function solution to the time-

of decelerationis nearly the same for ions created at one

dependent,two-dimensional
diffusionequation[Morse and point on the shock.
It is convenientto take the origin of the (x,y) coordinate
Feshbach,1953, p. 894]. Transformingbackto the original
systemto be the sunwardtip of the shock. Then the y axis
referenceframe then gives
passes
throughxo andthe x positionof the outeredgeof the
trailing
unshockedlayer. Equation4 gives for the ratio of
fix,y)

sh!ck
S(•0)d•0

the flux at the stream interface

2+(*/-/•0
-vr)
21
[-(•-•0)
i drexp

shock

(2)

4r

T

to the flux across the un-

shockedlayer from ions generatedat the sunwardtip of the

Here S(x) is the sourcestrengthalongthe shockmeasuredat

2

1/4

Yp

R(kll,ka_)

kllXsI
2+y•
•--•-•

itsx position;
• = x/v/k_L;
*/ = y/V'kl•;tt = rm/(kl/k••),
in which m is the slopeof the shockdefinedby y = mx +

b, where
b isthey intercept
of theshock;
andv = V/V'kl•.
The inner integral is the Green's functionfor our problem.
The Green's function gives the contributionto f at an arbitrary point (x,y) from particlesgeneratedat an arbitrarypoint

exp

xo on the shocksurface. We mustintegratethe Green's

v Ikll2 2

2kll

yp -

•

Xsi +y p

(5)

functionalongthe shocksurfaceto get the full value of f at
x,y. The inner integral in equation (2) can be evaluated
in whichyp is the y positionof the Pioneersrelativeto the
under an approximationthat appliesto our case, namely,

2vq(•-•0)
2+(n-•0)
2 >1

(3)

sunwardtip of the shock,and Xsi is the x positionof the
streaminterface.Sinceyp, Xsi, and V are knownat least

approximately,
theratioR(kI ,kl•) canbe regarded
to be a
function of the diffusion coefficients.

Numerical

MHD

mod-

One thenobtainsan approximationfor the Green'sfunction, els [e.g., Pizzo, 1989; Hu, 1993] and observations
agreethat
g(x,y I xo):
the sunwardtip of the reverseshocklies typically around2

AU, whichgivesyp = 8.3 AU (the distancealonga corotation spiral from 2 AU to 4 AU radial distance). TheseMHD

g(x,yI xO)=
exp

-

v

modelsalsogiveXsiequalto a corotation
timeof about12

2kll •kñ

(x-x0)
2 + (y-mx0)
2 - (y-mx0)
1/2

2kll •kñ

(x-x0)
2 + (y-mx0)
2

(4)

hours in the spacecraftframe, which at 4 AU is about0.12
AU in the orthospiraldirection(that is, perpendicularto the
corotationspiral). For V we take 1500 kn•/sec(corresponding to a 500 km/s solarwind anda corotationspeedbasedon
the midpointbetween2 AU and 4 AU). With thesevalues

we can constructcontourplotsof R(k•l,k l) for a rangeof
diffusioncoefficients.Sincek I entersonlyas a ratiowith
k•, we showcontourplotsof R(kl•, k 1/k•). Figure3
summarizes

this information.

The contours
of theratioR(kl•,k I/kl•) go froma preciWith this result, we can formulate a procedure to
comparethe empirical flux ratio acrossthe unshockedlayer
with that predictedby equation(2). We could simply integrate equation (2) numerically, but the uncertainty in
specifyingthe sourcefunction S(x) would leave the result
opento multipleinterpretations.Instead,we take advantage
of an analyticalproperty of equation(4). For our standard

pitous10-5to a flat 10-ø'ø•.Thethickcontour
at 10-•'3(=
0.05) correspondsto the characteristicobservedratio, 1/20.
For cross-fielddiffusionto fill in the unshockedlayer, to the

extentsuggested
by observations,
linesof constantk•l and
k I/k• mustcrossnearthisthickcontour.The shadedregionto therightin thefigurecorresponds
to estimates
for k ll
and k I/k• appropriate
to the free solarwind. Theseare
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HereB is fieldstrength,
andPoand5 aredefinedby P(k) =

Po
k-6,where
P(k)isthepower
density
at wavenumber
k.

Pll

To obtainan averageratio of field strengths,we have used
the first nine recurrencesof the bigger of the two giant
streamsof 1974 (the seriesTsurutaniet al [1982] analyzed).
This gives 9.0 __+5.1. From many power spectraof field

I
I

fluctuationsnear the stream interfacesof theseCIRs, we find

thatthe valueof t5is closeto the Kolmogoroff5/3, whichwe
use. (Equation(6) assumesthat • is nearly the samein the
free solar wind and in CIRs, as appearsto be the case

[Ruzmaikin
et al. 1995].) For the ratioof Pos, we usethe
ratio of the variancesof the components,which rangesfrom
20 to 65. Using 9.0 for the ratio of field strengthsand 42
(the median of the range) for the ratio of powers, we find

that the ratio of k11sis essentially
unity. The increased

SI

amplitudeof fluctuationsapproximatelycompensates
for the
increasedfield strength. Thus in Figure 3, the CIR domain

RS

shouldlie on the Palmer consensus
band of k11s. The
problemremainsto fix its locationalongthe k•_/kll axis.
Sincekll changes
little from the free solarwind to the
CIR, wecanconsider
changein k •_/k11or thechange
in k •_.
To get at the changein kñ, we look at the two basiccrossI

field diffusion

mechanisms

that have been discussed:

wave

I

particle (also known as resonant)scatteringand the random
walk of magnetic field lines (also known as the stochastic
I
field model) [Jokipii, 1966' Jokipiiand Parket, 1969]. With
regard to resonant scattering,Palmer [1982] notes that for
ions with energies around 1 MeV in the free solar wind,
cross-fielddiffusion by this mechanismis "all but negligFigure 2. Coordinatesystemand referenceframe in which ible." To seethat it is also negligiblein CIRs, considerthe
the convection-diffusion
problemis formulatedand solved. followingresonantscatteringformula[Jokipii,1987, equation
I

I

(5)]'

taken from the Palmer [1982] survey. They are basedon 1
MeV protons and the suggestionby Palmer that over the
range 1 AU to 5 AU, the diffusion coefficientis approximately independentof heliocentricdistance. The free solar

kñ

1

(7)

kll 1+0Xl
1/rg)
2

wind rangeof k•_/kll usesnoneof the estimates
for which Here Xll is the parallelmeanfree path and rg is the ion

Palmergivesonly upper limits. (Upper limit estimatescome gyroradius.Palmer gives the range0.08 AU to 0.3 AU for
mostly from fitting the flux profiles of flare proton events. X11in thefreesolarwind,whichwehavearguedappliesalso
The identification of similar proton events with CMEs to CIRs. The averageCIR field strengthmeasuredby Pion[Kahler, 1993] subsequentto the Palmer surveychangesthe eer11(3.7nT) gives2.5 x 10-4AU forthegyroradius
of a
assumptions
on whichthe estimatesare based.) The intersec- 1 - MeV proton.These
numbers
give7 x 10-7 to 1 x 10-5

tion of the two shaded bands defines

the free solar wind

domain of flux ratios. It lies wholly in the part of the plot
where the flux is greater than observed. This meansthat if

for the rangeof k•_/k•, whichlies well to the left of the

border of Figure 3.
Thus resonant scattering can be
neglectedwithin CIRs as well as in the free solar wind.
the free solarwind valuesof kll and k•_/kll alsoapplied
This leavesthe stochasticfield model. To apply it to
inside CIRs, one shouldnever see a valley with a factor of estimate
how muchk•_ changesfrom the free solarwind to
20 depression;our problem would be to explain why the unCIRs, we adoptan idea put forth by Conlon[1978]. Conion
shockedlayersare so empty insteadof why they are partially analyzedPioneer 11 data to determinethe manner in which

filledin. The valueof kll or k•_/kll or bothinsidethe CIR

must be less than their free solar wind values' otherwise, the

unshockedlayer would fill in more than is observed.

The followingargumentsuggests
that the valueof kll
doesnot changemuch from the free solar wind to a CIR.
The ratio of the changeis given by equation(6), which is
basedon an expressionderived by Giacalone et al. [1993,
equation8].

(k11)CIR(Bb)Ci
R(Po)SW
(k11)
SW (B5)SW
(Po)CIR

(6)

relativisticelectronsescapingfrom Jupiter'smagnetosphere
propagatethroughthe solar wind. They readily filled the
volume occupiedby a free solar wind stream, from which
Conlon deduced that cross-field

diffusion

in the free solar

wind mustbe as rapid as the stochasticfield model allows.
He observed, however, that the flux of relativistic Jovian

electronswas greatly reduced in CIRs, which implied a

correspondingly
reducedvalue of k•_. To accountfor a
smallk•_, he reasonedthat a CIR's spirallikecorotating
shockscompressthe average,spiralpart of the field more
thanthe fluctuating,randomwalking part of the field, or at
least that componentthat fluctuatesparallel to the shock
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Figure3. Contours
of theratioof thefluxatthestream
interface
tothefluxjustacross
theunshocked
layer
asa function
of k]] andk_L/k]].Thethickcontour
represents
theobserved
ratio. Theheavilyshaded
regions
identifytheparameter
regimes
for thediffusion
coefficients
thatarecharacteristic
of thefreesolar
wind and the CIRs.

normal, whichis the uncompressed
component.Strengthen- field strength).Sincediffusionis a randomwalk process,the
ing the averagefield but not the cross-fieldfluctuations cross-fieldmotion enters the diffusion coefficient squared;
straightens
thekinksin thefieldlinesthatare responsible
for hence the diffusion coefficient in a CIR goes down by the
randomwalkingthe field acrossthe CIR, thusreducingthe squareof the compressionratio. For our Pioneer CIR
cross-fielddiffusion coefficient. Stated differently, shock sample,this givesabouta factorof 80 reductionin k_L,
compression
doesnotincrease
theamountof fieldlinetangl- which is the factor used to locate the CIR domain in Figure

ing, it merelycompresses
thepreexisting
tangledmasslike
a ball of steel wool. This analogycapturesthe idea of
reversiblecompression
of a densenetworkof lines,though
not the aspectthat the linesform a rope. In this view,
whereasbeforethe compression
occurred,a particlemight
move along a tangledfield line a distancex acrossthe
averagefielddirectionwhilemovinga distance
y alongthe
averagedirection,aftercompression,
a particlefollowingthe
samefield line would move only a distancex/c acrossthe
averagefield directionwhile moving the samedistancey
alongtheaveragedirection,wherec is thecompression
ratio
(the ratio of the CIR field strengthto the free solar wind

3. (Conion inferred a factor of 1600, but this was basedon
the weakest solar wind field strength. We have used the

field strength
justupstreamfromthereverseshock,sincethis
is the field on which our estimate on k

based.)

in the CIR

is

11

Thoughthe shockis not a tanglingmechanism,it does
increase the level of fluctuations, as Tsurutani et al. [1982]

show. Theyalsoshowthattheaddedfluctuations
are mainly
Alfvenic, sincethe field strengthfluctuateslittle. This type

of fluctuationpropagatesalong the averagefield direction
and contributes inefficiently, if at all, to stretching the

tangledfield perpendicularto the averagefield direction.

21,610
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It is possible that the stream interface is indeed a
cantly, as equation (6) shows (but the compressedfield physicalbarrier to stochasticfield diffusion. Perhapsfield
strengthactsto increaseit againto aboutits free solar wind lines have not random walked across it near the Sun and canvalue),theydolittleto k_c. Thewholeeffectonk_cresults notrandomwalk acrossit fartherout. Thispossibilitywould
simplyfrom squashing
the field line tanglein the cross-CIR be consistentwith the stream interfacebeing a tangential
direction,with a correspondingshrinkingof the mean-free discontinuity. A tangentialdiscontinuityseparates
plasma
pathin thatdirection.This dramaticallyweakensthe flux of with differenthistories. Thus any randomwalkingacrossa
relativisticelectronsin CIRs as Conlon[1978] observed,and tangential
discontinuity
wouldhaveto occuraftertheplasmas
it centersthe CIR domain in Figure 3 on the reference had met and the tangentialdiscontinuityhad formed. But
contourrepresentingthe observedflux ratios. (We acknow- fieldscanbe stronglysheeredacrossa tangentialdiscontinuledge that a recem interpretationby Bieber et al. [1994] ity, which would inhibit field lines from one sideinvading
wouldput the Palmer band abouta factor of 2 lower than the the other side. Furthermore, the stream interface is relativeoriginal;but evenif the Bieberet al. interpretation
provesto ly thin, which implies a suppression
of diffusiveprocesses,
be correct,it will not changeour results,owing to the fact suchas stochasticfield diffusion, that would act to thicken it.
that the reference contour line passesthrough the CIR More generally, a tangential discontinuityis a field line

Thuswhiletheaddedfluctuations
actto decrease
kll signifi-

surface, which means that once it is formed, fields lines

domain.)
We conclude that the stochastic field model can account

neither enter nor leave it.

Therefore

field lines from one

side do not cross it to mix with field lines on the other side.

for the 5 % of the shock-fedflux of energeticions that cross
What evidence is there that the stream interface is a
the unshockedlayer to reach the stream interface at 4 AU.
The questionremains, Why does it stop there? The next tangentialdiscontinuity?There is the directevidencethatthe
sectionaddressesthis and a related question.
plasmatemperatureis discontinuous
at the streaminterface.
In someCIRs, the temperaturejumps an order of magnitude
in less than an hour.

Requirements on the Cross-field Diffusion
Explanation Imposed by Morphology

There is the indirect evidence that the

stream interface has been observed to lie within one corota-

fion hour of the heliosphericcurrent sheetfrom 1 AU to 5
AU [Siscoeand Intriligator, 1994]. The heliosphericcurrent
In the equationsof diffusive transport,the determining
elements are the diffusion coefficient and the sources and sheetis a tangentialdiscontinuity[Klein and Burlaga, 1980].
As SiscoeandIntriligator [1994] argued,thisimpliesthatthe
sinks of particles; nothing else enters. Thus in general
streaminterfaceis also a tangentialdiscontinuity.The proxterms, if the streaminterfaceis to play a role in determining
imity of the stream interface and the heliosphericcurrent
the spatialdistributionof ions under diffusivetransport,it
sheet
putsanupperlimitof 10-4nT onthedifference
in the
must be a source, a sink, or a separatorof regionshaving
normal
components
of
the
fields
at
their
surfaces.
A
good
different diffusion coefficients. It cannot be a source, beassumptionis that the normal componentsare zero in both
causethe flux falls to a minimum there. It might, however,
casesand that both are tangentialdiscontinuities.
act as a sink in a time-dependentsituationwhere the level of
As notedearlier, the flux variesasymmetrically
between
the valley rises by the diffusive influx of ions from both
CEIP peaks. Its slope is much shallowerbefore the stream
sides, as Tsurutaniet al. [1982] suggested. Yet even here
the coincidence

between

the stream interface

and the low

interface than after it.

In a diffusion scenario, this means

that the streaminterface separatesregionshavingdifferent
point in the valley is not guaranteed,sincethe unshocked
diffusioncoefficients,the precedingcoefficientbeingbigger.
region defining the valley is much wider than the stream
This is a significantresult of the presentanalysis. It says
interface; the valley's low point could be anywhere, not
that the degree of field line tangling in the plasma that
necessarilyat the stream interface. Some extra piece of
precedesthe streaminterfaceis significantlygreaterthanthe
physicspresumablyconnectsthe two features;otherwise,if
degreeof field line tangling in the plasma following. The
thephysicsthatgovernsthe streaminterfacewere completely
plasmafeaturethat precedesthe streaminterfaceis presumindependentof the physicsthat governsthe CEIPs, a near
ably the streamerbelt [cf. Gosling et al., 1981, Figure 8].
coincidencebetweenthe streaminterfaceand the valley's low Therefore we infer that field lines inside the streamer belt are
point wouldnot occurin mostof the 12 observedcases. We more stochastic than field lines outside. There is indirect
have mentioned that MHD

models of CIRs indicate that the

supportfor this inference. Crooker et al. [1993] and Nakaforward and reverseshocksform aboutequidistantfrom the
gawa
[1993] find marked deviationsfrom corotatingspiral
streaminterface, but this is insufficientas an explanation,
geometryto characterizethe magneticfield in the streamer
becausein a purelydiffusivesituation,the valley's low point belt.
falls where the opposingdiffusive fluxes balance,not where
the opposingdistancesbalance. For example, other things
being equal, the low point should lie closer to the weaker

source;yet no reasonis knownfor the locationof the stream Summary
interfacesimilarly to dependon the relative strengthsof the
This study has yielded two main results: (1)

The
energetic ions in the central shock-unconnected
region of
diffusion, our null hypothesis,the flux from the stronger CIRs canarrive thereby stochasticcrossfield-diffusionfrom
sourcewould simply diffuse throughthe streaminterfaceto shock-connected
parts of the CIR and (2) to accountfor the
get to the low point. Therefore somefactormust operateto relativelyfew ions in the central region, the stochasticfield
lock the streaminterface into the valley's low point.
diffusioncoefficientmust be reducedby nearly 2 orders of
sources.

If the stream

interface

had no influence

on the
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10 and 11 observations,Geophys.Res. Lett., 21, 1117magnitudefrom its free solar wind value, corresponding
to
1120, 1994.
the ratio of field strengthsinside and outsidethe CIR as
suggested
by Conlon[1978]. Theseconclusions
supersedeIntriligator,D.S., G.L. Siscoe,G. Wibberenz,H. Kunow,
and J.T. Gosling,Streaminterfacesand energeticions
the suggestion
by lntriligator and Siscoe[1994] that some
2, Ulyssestestof Pioneerresults,Geophys.Res.Lett.,
nondiffusivemechanismpopulatesthe central region with
22, 1173-1176, 1995.
energeticions. In the presentpaper, the reasonsfor the
1, Chargedparticles
earlier suggestiontake the form of requirementson the Jokipii,J.R., Cosmicray propagation,
diffusionscenario. There are two requirements: (1) The
in a randommagneticfield, Astrophys.J., 146, 480,
1966.
stream interface must act like a physical barrier to the
stochasticfield diffusion of ions generatedby the reverse Jokipii,J.R., Rateof energygainandmaximum
energyin

shock(an attributeit might acquireby being a tangential
diffusiveshockacceleration,Astrophys.J., 313, 842846, 1987.
discontinuity)
and (2) the coefficientof stochastic
field
diffusionmustbe muchgreaterbeforethe streaminterface Jokipii, J.R., and E.N. Parker, Stochasticaspectsof
than after it or, stateddifferently, field lines mustbe more
magneticlinesof forcewith application
to cosmic-ray
stochasticinside the streamerbelt than outside(a condition
propagation,
Astrophys.
J., 155, 177, 1969.
for whichthere is independent
evidence).
Kahler, S.W., Coronalmassejectionsand long.risetimesof
solar energeticparticle events, J. Geophys.Res., 98,
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